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There is much buoyancy around the salon business. Gone are
the days when there were salons in the lanes of metropolitans,
now the Tier II and Tier III towns have overtaken and clearly
left the urbania behind in making a mark in the salon business.
Courtesy of the godfather brands like L’Oréal Professionnel,
Wella Professionals, Schwarzkopf Professional as well as FMCG
brands, there are visually delightful salons that offer great service
at competitive rates, in smaller towns and cities. And what’s
more, several personal care brands are adding a professional
range to their product portfolio. It is a Ätting tribute to the
growing dimensions of the industry, indeed.
Salons have moved from single ownership, run by family
members, to professionally managed chains that are run
by managers, who have studied and been trained in Salon
Management. There is a special focus on customer service,
ambience, visual dynamics and overall luxury. Policies are being
set on the retention of staff, training and proper incentives,
which in turn help in better absorption and interest in the latest
techniques in hairstyling and beauty being offered. The days of
mom-and-pop shops are well and truly over.
The salon owners are being pampered and wooed by brands
to stock up on their products and offer the ‘waiting customer’ a
chance at retail therapy. Academies are Åourishing as education
of self and staff is the buzz word. We welcome change, and
believe it is always for the better.
Our cover story gives an insight on improving the revenue stream
of the beauty and wellness industry. Innovative methods to offer
one client multiple services are explored. We bring you views
of industry experts. There also are interviews of international
celebrity hairs experts like Alison Stewart and Maria Castan who
give an insight into their professional journey.
Brands such as Balmain Hair, which is represented by Streamline
Services India, have coined unique strategies to encourage
awareness of hair extensions in the salon business. L’Oréal
Professionnel and Wella Professional have decided to launch
products in line with their innovative services – one is called
Dust, which is a dry shampoo, and the other is the Sebastian
Mini’s – a travel kit of styling and hair care products. Larger and
better, here too, the salon and beauty business is optimistic
indeed.
All this and more in this issue...Look forward to your feedback.

Hair: Hair For Heroes
Make-up: Ana Cruzalegui
Models: Esca Rose Agency
Styling: Greg Milne
Products: Crazy Color
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Shades of golden brown
Hair colour for fall
Think multi-tones for your hair and that’s what it is – from
sun-kissed blonde with deeper honey undertones, hazelnut
brown spun with ﬁne streaks of gold and copper enhanced
with dark woody layers, Fall 2013 is all about a highly
individualised hair look keeping with fall’s runway themes,
and makes for hair that’s rich and uniquely chic. To achieve
the desired result, pick a colourist who understands your
need and the look you have in mind. Also note that he or she
should have a strong control on intertwining highlights and
lowlights, as you would need to pick a multidimensional shade
that appeals to you
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Trends Haute hair colour for Fall 2013
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Interview Alison Stewart shares her passion for hairstyling and how it has
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become a successful career; Maria Castan on her professional journey; Ankit
Arora on Balmain Hair Makeover Parties
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In Ärst person Amina Diwan, Amina’s, Mumbai
Cover story An insight into the rise of academies in hair and beauty with inputs
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from academy heads, brand heads and more
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Alison
Stewart
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Alison Stewart, an award
winning hairdresser based
in Scotland, has been in the
business for 17 successful
years. She runs two salons
in Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy
and is as passionate about her
skills as she is innovative

Marketing tools Attractive offers across spas and salons
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by Aradhana V Bhatnagar
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Success story Nayana Karunaratne, founder of Salon Nayana on her strategy

Innovations TIGI BedHead shampoo and conditioner range- Elasticate and
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Recharge for healthy, shiney hair
:;9(;,.@
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International stylists Renowned stylists create awe-inspiring collections that

Balmain Hair
)S\LWYPU[MVYZ\JJLZZ

witness sharp cuts and colour
76

A new and innovative concept, the Balmain Hair Makeover Party, held at select salons,
has been a spectacular affair! It’s truly a win-win situation for all – the salon owner,
the hairstylist and the consumer. Salon India shares details

Beauty Marianna Mukuchyan espouses pearls of widom to aspiring artists;
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product launches
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Spa focus Visual dynamics of Ananda in the Himalayas; article by Tracey Poole;
spa packages and products
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Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where
:76;30./;

96

Celeb style Model Amit Ranjan talks about his hair care and Ätness regime

Sebastian Professional
:LIHZ[PHU4PUP»Z
Sebastian Professional introduces the new
Sebastian Mini’s, the travel range with a miniature
range of styling products. Easy to carry, the end
result is ﬁne and fabulous hair

97
100

Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes
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InÅuencers Jenjum Gadi on the synergy shared between hair, make-up artists
and designers

101

Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cuts
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TRENDS

Shades of golden brown
Hair colour for fall
Think multi-tones for your hair and that’s what it is – from
sun-kissed blonde with deeper honey undertones, hazelnut
brown spun with ﬁne streaks of gold and copper enhanced
with dark woody layers, Fall 2013 is all about a highly
individualised hair look keeping with fall’s runway themes,
and makes for hair that’s rich and uniquely chic. To achieve
the desired result, pick a colourist who understands your
need and the look you have in mind. Also note that he or she
should have a strong control on intertwining highlights and
lowlights, as you would need to pick a multidimensional shade
that appeals to you
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Hair Spa Oil
Extra nutritive
rejuvenation
Photo: Shutterstock.com

L’Oréal Professionnel introduces Hair Spa
Oil, the latest addition to the hair spa range
that promises to restore the natural health and
beauty of the hair

’Oréal Professionnel’s Hair Spa Oil is the latest
addition to the therapeutic Hair Spa range of
products and services. Hair spa services are crafted to
restore the natural health and beauty of the hair to create
a complete sense of well-being for clients. Now, one can
experience extra nutrition with the new Hair Spa Oil, which
is enriched with a unique blend of natural oils.
Empowered with the goodness of olive oil, Vitamin E and
natural Åower oil, the Hair Spa Oil is the ultimate nutrition
for the hair. The fabulous beneÄts of olive oil are well
known, right from its deep conditioning and moisturising
properties to intensive nourishment. Vitamin E which is
known to protect the hair from oxidative damage, adds
shine and also rejuvenates the scalp by stimulating
circulation. Natural Åower oil helps heal and soften dry hair
to give a visibly smoother result.
All Hair Spa services are accompanied with the Signature
Hair Spa Massage leaving the client with a sensorially
calming experience. The highly relaxing Hair Spa services
offer deep nourishment, cleansing and the intensive
treatments that help heal the hair from root to tip.
The new therapeutic spa services with the Hair Spa Oil
cater to the individual requirements of hair and scalp
along with providing extra-nutrition. The action of
the services is based on the Sensory Spa System,
which puriÄes and nourishes and then treats to
ensure that the treatment is suited to personal hair
and scalp condition.
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The spa services available at L’Oréal Professionnel salons
are:
Express oil spa: A quick spa that nourishes hair and scalp
with a fragrant cleansing experience.
Extra-nutritive oil spa: An ultra nutritive experience for deep
nourishment of hair and scalp.
Deep conditioning oil spa: Especially created for dry and
frizzy hair, this service gives hair intensive conditioning
along with personalised hair and scalp treatments.
Original Hair Spa: This service offers personalised
conditioning treatments for hair and scalp.
Clients can experience a complete sense of well-being
for hair with these new therapeutic spas from L’Oréal
Professionnel’s Hair Spa.

EXCLUSIVE

The ‘Dusts’ range
Unique hair styling powders
L’Oréal Professionnel launches a new range of revolutionary hair styling products,
namely, Fresh Dust, Super Dust and Texture Dust

his December, L’Oréal Professionnel offers three new
products that are sure to create excitement and awe, both
for hair stylists and consumers.

T

Fresh Dust
Ideal for women and men on the go, the Fresh Dust Dry
Shampoo makes hair and scalp feel and smell fresh in an instant.
The dry shampoo comes with a unique formula that absorbs
excess oil from the roots and scalp, giving healthy bounce and
a fresh, clean feel to the hair. The translucent light powder adds
body, softens and refreshes hair adding texture to the length.
How to apply
The product is quick and easy to use, just spray it on the roots
and lightly on the length, work it gently by massaging it into
the scalp and brush it out effortlessly for refreshed style with a
textured feel. It leaves absolutely no residue or colour. Available
for retail purchase at L’Oréal Professionnel salons at Rs950.
Styling Dust
With the onset of the wedding season and parties, L’Oréal
Professionnel once again empowers the stylists to create
dramatic and never-seen-before hair styles with a sprinkle of
magic dust. The brand is also introducing two new cutting-edge
hair styling products – Super and Texture Dust. Both unique in
their beneÄt, they add volume and texture to all hair types.
Super Dust
A root-boosting powder, Tecni.art Super Dust gives spectacular
volume with a matt-looking Änish. Lightweight and oil absorbing,
this Äne mineral powder leaves no residue on the scalp and
works well on all hair types, including thick hair.
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L’Oréal Professionnel’s Super Dust is truly
a hair styling breakthrough. It’s amazing for
creating a dramatic lift at the roots and adds
fabulous volume to long and short hair. It
provides texture to the length and makes hair
a lot more manageable.
Dhruv Abichandani,
Dream Team, L’Oréal
Professionnel
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SPOTLIGHT

Sebastian Professional
Sebastian Mini’s
Sebastian Professional introduces the new
Sebastian Mini’s, the travel range with a miniature
range of styling products. Easy to carry, the end
result is ﬁne and fabulous hair

n a bid to avoid lugging unecessary bottles and
adding to issues of weight while travelling, Sebastian
Professional has introduced a convenient miniature pack
of its hair styling range. The new Sebastian Mini’s are
designed to Ät into a small space and work towards giving
hair that is perfect even out of a salon!
There are times when consumers read positive reviews
about a speciÄc brand, but are not too sure about how it
will work on their hair type. With Sebastian’s latest launch
in the form of Mini’s, consumers can actually try the
product Ärst before buying the SKU.
Nikhil Sharma, Sebastian Design Artist says, “The super
cute Mini’s are the perfect travel partner for my clients,
especially for those, who are on the move or wish to
try out Sebastian for the Ärst time. Now, you can carry
the essential style products, ready to style your hair in
seconds.”
The miniature collection has been inspired by the
experiences of Seema Hamid, Beatnik blogger, reporter,
photographer and designer. She is a cool hunter who was
sent by Sebastian to track down and discover alternative
cities of style. German born of Indian origin, Hamid is the
embodiment of ‘fusion fashion’.
The pre-packed travel kits are centered around the style
sense of the cities of Shanghai, Berlin, San Francisco and
São Paulo that Åy the Åag of fearless creativity, different
from the classic catwalk capitals.

I
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ADVERTORIAL

Série Expert
Targeted haircare treatments
L’Oréal Professionnel’s Série Expert is a line
of high-performance products and services
that caters to every individual’s hair and
scalp concern. It’s innovative concentrated
technology instantly replenishes the beauty
of hair
At the forefront of the latest cuttingedge technology, Série Expert beneÄts
from the exclusive molecular high
precision technology, which acts on the
three zones of the hair – the surface,
the cuticle and the cortex.

NAILS

Looks for the season
With celebrations being round the corner, Salon India, presents a few
looks that will make your clients return to the nail bar ever so often
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Amazonian Paradise: Long nails in a conical shape adorned
with Åoral art in pastel shades look intricate and delicate.
Ideal for brunches and parties!
Twin Shades: The centre of the nail is in a dark shade and the
outline is in another. Single matt shades in striking colours
rule the evenings!
Jewelled Nights: With Swarovski on your Ängertips how can
one go wrong. The fashionista wears it with dark regal shades
of black or blue.
Rainbow Dreams: Follow your heart with these
optimmistic shades and be the cynosure of all eyes.

CELEB STYLE

Amit Ranjan
Individualistic style
by Sandeep Verma

e is tall, he is masculine, he is chivalrous and he
sports long locks. That’s Amit Ranjan for you!
His is a face that seldom goes un-noticed, wherever
he may be. And if you think he craves attention, think
again. Such is the charm of this heartthrob from
Delhi, who has now shifted base to Mumbai.

H

The journey so far
In one word – outstanding! Though the initial years
were a little rough, as fashion for men was not
that prominent in India, with time the scenario has
changed and changed for good, I must say! God
has been kind. There is no other way I can describe
my success! Over the years, I have learnt to have
the right kind of dedication towards work and have
passion for whatever I do in life. If one has these
two traits instilled in them, there is nothing that can
keep them from attaining success. And I guess that’s
what keeps me going on too.
Spas and treatments
I visit spas at least once in a month. I particularly enjoy Thai and Kairali, as I
have always found these treatments very effective in relaxing my tired mind
and body.
I am in absolute love with Ananda in the Himalayas. The place is extremely
serene and takes away all the stress in no time. Back in Delhi, I think Amattra
at The Ashok is one of the best.
Fitness regime
I work out Äve days a week and make sure that I spend at least two hours per
session that includes a lot of cardio and balanced weightlifting. Being in this
industry makes it imperative for models to make sure that we are at the peak
of our health. The odd work hours tend to take a toll on our body. Even if I
were not a model, I would have suggested everyone to workout regularly to
maintain a good and healthy lifestyle.
Hair care
You can’t do much about it, especially when you have long locks like me.
But, if I do come across such a day, all I do is tie up my hair. It is the simplest,
yet the most effective hairstyle to counter a bad hair day, especially during the
Mumbai rains. I love Aveda shampoo and conditioner. I think, they are one of
the cleanest and best products that you can ever come across to maintain
healthy hair. I also make sure that I oil my hair once in 10 days to keep the
shine alive. I go to Streax at Oshiwara, where Agnes is my favourite stylist.
However, I also like Mark, who renders his services at Krystal, Khar.
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